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’Earn as You Learn’ Plan ACLU Film French Consul
Studied by House Group Set for Today Talks Tonight
About Algeria

V1ASIIINi.TON (FPI)
cungrem Ina) lie asked thls
ear to iwt up a system if
"earn as you learn" loans
Ii, college students.
The proposal, which would
tie repayment of federal student loitin: 10 scholastic
settle% einent. Is one of several phi’ being considered
by a speCtal 110054’ AdVISOry
higher edgroup 01111011g
ucation.
As sketched for the advisory group by Rep. Albert
Qule, Ift-Nlinn.i, tine of its
member., tile plan would
provide loans of up to $1000
a year for qualified undergraduate college students,
ofmuch the same as
fered by the 19514 National
Detense Eilueation Act.

noir% es

ha-

r, N I) I.
eti litre%
to repay the

.111(1..11 t*.

loon%

111111,,

they

breotilie

school teachers. Teachers
get a 50 per cent discount
on their loans after they
have taught for five years.

tittle’s proposal would drop
this oceopii tion:11 -forgiveness" feature in fii%or
if a
plan pros Wing up to 100 per
ernt writeoffs for students
at the head idt their classes.
Lower-ranking s t uuui enta
would earn correspondingly
looker loan discounts.
Quite was quick to say the
plan %%as not In final !Milt
and

lriliauhitls

Houk’

Mider-

go vonsiderable tinkering beIt
renelleIi
the 11.iiise
Edueation Committee.

fOre

"Operation Correction," a reply
to the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities’ film "Operation Abolition," will he shown on
campus today at 12:30 a.m. and
at 3:30 p.m. in E118.
The 42-minute movie uses the
original film of "Operation Abolition" with an entirely new commentary by Ernest Besig, executive director of the northern California branch of the American
Civil Liberties Union.
The SJS Democratic club is
sponsoring the showing of the
ACLU film on campus.
Audience members will be allowed to make two-minute statements about the film after it has
been shown, according to Fred
Karlsen, member of the club’s executive board.
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Dr. SweeneyWe Need Help
n Federal Public School Aid
We are outgrowing the ability
to finance everything on the local
el .....e need help, Dr. Wilam G. Sweeney, dean of the
vision of Education, said earlier
s semester in relation to federal
uncial aid to public schools.
The facts are now chalking up
support of Dr. Sweeney’s statent.
It has been reported that while
alifornia’s total state budget has
teased 112 per cent in the past
o years, state support for all
ational purposes increased 138
r cent.
Although there has been an increase in the state’s efforts to
support its schools, the increase
has been insufficient to meet the
rate of growth in pupil enrollment
on the earlier basis of support
levels.
SCHOOL FUND
The United States Constitution
squires each state to appropriate
0a State School Fund a minimum
of 6180 per average daily attendance in all schools and classes of
the state during a perceding fiscal
year. Additional funds have been
provided by state legistlatures.
The total amount made available
o the State School Fund by the
Constitution and State Legislature
a now equal to $201.36 per unit
of average daily attendance of the
Preceding year.
At the root of the problem is
the rapidly rising rate of growth
In pupil enrollment per general
population. School enrollments are
Increasing 2.2 times as fast as the
general population.

As a result, the number of persons in the general population for
each student has decreased from
5.7 to 4.7 in the past ten years.
During the 1952-53 school year
17.5 per cent of the general Population was enrolled in public

Soroptimists Offer
Political Science
Doctorate Grant

schools. The current percentage
is 2125.
Education in California now
claims 42 per cent, or $1,035,321,000, of the current 1961-62 total
State budget. This includes 60
per cent of the total expenditures
from the State General Fund.
STATE SUPPORT
State support to education is
increased every year. But the
state’s pupil enrollment, and thus
the cost of education, wins the
race each year by increasing even
more. It has been estimated that
the cost of higher education alone
will have doubled by 1970.
Where will the needed finances
come from?
It all leads back to the question
of whether the federal government should assume a larger share
of responsibility in financing education.
Opponents to federal school aid
"want to have their cake and eat
It too. . they want financial aid
but don’t want the qualifications
the federal government may ask
schools to meet to secure such
aid," Dr. Sweeney said.

A fellowship of $2000 has been
offered by the Southwestern Region of the Soroptimist Federation
of the Americas, Inc., to women
graduates who are working towards a doctor’s degree in political science, international relations,
public service, psychology, mathematics, science, languages, sociology and other areas of study.
Another $600 scholarship, known
as the Harriet Tyler Memorial
award, is available to a young
woman working toward a degree
in law.
Applicants must be attending a
university or college located in
Northern California or Nevada
The award winers will be formally announced at the spring
conference of the Soroptimist
federation to be held in April in
Santa Rosa.
Further information and application forms are available from
Dr. G. W. Ford, Secondary EdDon Ryan, assistant to the dean
ucation department head, will be
of students, in Adm269.
featured on "Showcase-SJS," the
weekly college radio program.
He will speak on careers in the
secondary education field.
Mrs. Elizabeth Stewart, assistU.S.-USSR SET DISARMAMENT TALKS
ant professor of English, continues
WASHINGTON (UPI)
United States and Russia are her series of foreign student inThe
*eking agreement from eight non-aligned nations to start East-West terviews on the same program.
amiament talks March 14 in Geneva, the State Department anThe student-directed program is
nounced yesterday. State Department press officer Lincoln White heard over station KLOK at 9:30
laid the United States and Russia, representing their respective blocs,
p.m. Sunday.
have tentatively agreed to Geneva date pending approval by the eight
"Perspective," speech and drama
middle-of-the-road nations.
TV series, presents "On Stage,"
tomorrow at 12 noon over KNTV.
BERLIN TALKS
’SMOOTH’ SO FAR
WASHINGTON (UPI -- Thu.’ United States has told its principal channel 11.
European allies that the US. -Soviet exploratory talks on Berlin got
The program features Dr. Walnft to a smooth and business-like start and will be continued soon, lace Murray, professor of speech,
(11Plomatic sources said yesterday. The talks opened Tuesday with a and
Everett Vandebeck,
Mr.
teeting between Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko and U.S. dramatic instructor at Herbert
Ambassador Llewellyn E. Thompson.
Hoover junior high school, demonstrating the values of dramatic
’ROCKET TROUBLES’ DELAY U.S. SPACEMAN
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (UPI) -- Scientists working to put training in the junior high school.
a CS. astronaut into orbit this month were expected yesterday to
Directing the program will be
_Iron out rocket troubles which have pushed the shot at least one Ruth Kensil, student teacher at
’flare week deeper into the calendar. The difficulty cropped up "al- Hoover. Frank McCann. assistant
Most overnight" during a routine check of the Atlas booster rocket professor of drama, will produce
fuel tanks, and forced the $400 million Mercury program to postpone the program for the department.
Plana
or sending astmnaut John H. Glenn jr. on the orbital voyage
,
4i5. 16. Officials of the National Aeronautics and Space administraal rescheduled the launching for Jan. 23-a date which still will be
alhject to change if more problems are encountered.
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A description ot the current Algerian situation is promised by
Jacques de La Ferriere in a lecture on "France and the Algerian
Question" tonight at 8:30 in the
International Student Center, 285
S. Market st.
The deputy French consul general will discuss De Gaulle’s policy in Algeria in addition to presenting a sketch of the historical,
economic and political background
of the countly.
De La Ferriere will answer
questions following his lecture.
The lecture is sponsored by Le
Cercle Francais, college lecture

TWO ARMY DIVISIONS will be immediately
activated as a result of two days of conferences
among President Kenedy and top defense officials. Present at the conferences in Palm Beach,
Fla., were (I. to r.) Vice President Lyndon Johnson, President Kennedy, Secretary of Defense
Robert McNamara and Gen. Maxwell Taylor.
The two divisions will increase the regular Army

JFK Declines Offer To Speak
On Campus This Year or Next

President Kennetly yesterday lee t ii
heie colienieni and de- commenting on the Pie’s Alen( N
declined with regret an invitation sireable in conection with a visit fusal said, "I think it’s unfortuto speak on the SJS campus. The to the West Coast at some future nate. We would like to have had
refusal came in a letter to Pres. date."
the President speak on campus.
Dr. Frank Willey, chairman of I’m very sorry it didn’t come to
John T. Wahlquist from Kenneth
O’Donnell, special assistant to the the college lecture committee. pass."
President.
The letter expressed President
Kennedy’s desire to speak on the
campus, but lack of time to do so.
"Although your cordial invitation is very much appreciated by
the President, he does not now
foresee when he will be able to
include it in his commitments for
Access of San Jose State students to the Stanford library
the near future. This is something
he would like very much to do if has been restricted to reading-room privileges onl luring a maximum of two weeks a semester upon the written r..ipiest of the
time permitted.
"However, I am sure you are school librarian, 1.1. C. Swank, director of unicr-it libraries,
aware of the many demands upon said in a recent statement.
Previously, students had a 5 to 15 home-use borrowing privithe President’s time, and of the
fact that he does receive a great lege ’luring a semester.
JACQUES DE LA FERRIERE
many college invitations."
The SJS faculty may continue
... France, Algeria
President Wahlquist had exto use the reading room in the
tended
the
invitation
to
the
Presicommittee, French honor society,
dent for this year or during the main library insofar as space con
Russian club, International Reladition.s permit. Identification, such
1962-63 school year.
tions club and International StuThe invitation was sent "in the as a driver’s license, will be needed
dents Center. It is free and open
hope that you may consider a to obtain books from certain Ii
to the public.
brary collections, said Swank.
Refreshments after the speech
Remember the time you ironed
will be provided by the community
"The use of the library by peo- clothes for hairs on end, only to
committee for the center.
ple outside the university has now burn yourself when you had almost completed the monotonous
town so heavy as to encroach
A dinner for $3 per person is
task?
upon the ability of the library to
scheduled at 6:30 p.m. at Ida’s
Or the time you were typing a
perform
its primary functions to term paper- 25 pages long- -and
Fireside Inn in San Jose before
the new Santa Cruz
the Stanford faculty and students. on the last page, after numerous
the lecture.
campus of the University of Calidevoted hours of tap. tap. tapping,
Reservations for the dinner can fornia will be unable to handle
"In order to meet adequately
you made ridiculous errors and
be made today by contacting Mrs. Santa Clara county’s student load, the growing needs of the univerAnne Kahn, secretary in the For- Assemblyman Bruce F. Allen (R- sity itself, the library is compelled,
eign Languages department office. Los Gatos) yesterday revived a much to our regret, to curtail
proposal for a second San Jose
privileges granted to non-Stanford
State campus.
readers," said Swank.
In a letter to constituents to
To obtain home-use borrowing
that effect, Allen commented:
"Where is your child going to privileges, a non-Stanford faculty
fit into this picture? If you want will now be required to pay $12.50
him to go to a college nearby, we
a year for alumnus and $25 a year
must move rapidly now to increase
for others. According to the dicollege facilities in the county." rector, this fee will entitle teachAllen offered a three-fold solu- ers to hoc row books from the main
Application forms for reserva- tion to the problem: to get a sec- library and certain department
tions to take the graduate record ond campus for Foothill junior and special libraries, subject to the
personnel tests are due by 5 p.m. college; to create new junior col- regulations governing each. EnLos Gatos- trance to the stack will not ordintoday in Adm156, according to the leges and districts in the
Campbell area and in the Eastside arily be allowed, he said.
graduate office.
Union high school district; and to
These new regulations will not
All graduate students with de- get a branch campus for San Jose
alter the full privileges granted
gree certificate or credential ob- State.
to a Stanford candidate for a
jectives are required to take the
For the SJS branch campus an
DR. WILLIAM N. McBAIN
exams. New graduate students en- appropriation in the state budget higher degree who is teaching in
rolling in SJS must take the apti- would be required, Allen said. He the area and to the master teach. . . probes accidents
School
assisting
the
Stanford
er
tude portion of the tests. Some added that immediate purchase of
were forced to retype the page
of
Education
in
the
teacher
edudepartments require master’s de- several hundred acres for the projthree or four times?
cation program
gree applicants to take the ad- ect would be necessary.
Does work plus monotony equal
vanced or area graduate tests.
accident?
"Expansion at SJS on the presThe examinations will be given ent campus is severely limited in
Dr. William N. McBain, asistant
Feb. 6 and May 19. Students plan- potential," the assemblyman said.
professor of psychology at SJS,
ning to complete graduate requirewill investigate this subject after
ments by the spring semester
being awarded a $30,315 grant by
should take the tests in February,
the U.S. Department of Health,
according to the graduate office.
Education and Welfare to do reto
Students
expectInt;
graduate
Kofor
deadline
is
the
Today
Adm263,
search work on "Susceptibility to
The cashier’s office,
June
15
must
make
application
for
under
those
and
veterans
rean
will collect a fee of $3 for one
Monotony as an Accident Predictest and $5.50 for two. Payment PL634 to sign December attend- graduation by March 6. according tor."
to
Georgene
Merrell,
graduation
accordAdm103,
in
vouchers
ance
receipts and application forms are
Dr. Mcflain believes that Sevrequired to be filed with the grad- ing to Mary Simons. vets coordin- clerk.
eral accidents arid near-accidents
time
this
sign
at
Failure
to
uate office, where tickets for ad- ator.
An interview is required with on monotonous jobs are a result
mittance to the exams will be will delay December check, Mrs. one of the graduation clerks, she of the inter-action of the characSimons said.
given to students.
said. Appointments may be made teristics of the Mi, the situation
for the interview in the Regis- in which it is performed, and certam persistent characteristics of
trar’s office.
person performing it. His reAppointments will be taken dur- the
search is planned to develop and
ing January and from Feb. 19
validate a selection device which
through March 6. Major and mimay help to reduce accidents and
to chairman Jim Pekkain. The shown an increasing interest in nor forms must he on file
in the
other performance inadequacies in
pool is heated and dressing facili- basketball
Registrar’s office before the intermonotonous jobs.
Co-Rec will he in the morning
ties will be available to swimview can be completed.
A native of Canada, Dr. McBain
the following week because a gymmers.
The Registrar’s office also en- was awarded his Ph.D. degree from
According to Pekkain, there] nastic meet will begin in the main
will be badminton only between gym at 2 p.m. ’The time change courages candidates for gradua- the University of California, Berke2:30-4:30 p.m., since the facilities will be anounced early next Hon during the summer session to ley, in 1953. He has been teaching
apply at this time.
at SJS since 19511.
are limited and students have week," said Pekkain.

SJS Students Curbed
In Stanford Library Use

Professor Mains
$30,315 Allocation
To Study Accidents

Local Legislator
Revives Proposal
For 2nd Campus
ciatxning

Vet Deadline Set

Many Activities Set for Co-Rec Tomorrow

FLU BUO BITES KIIRITSHCHFN
MOSCOW (UPI) -- Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev is sufferting a Mild attack Of influenza and has had to cancel a scheduled trip
BYel)russia, Soviet sources said yesterday. Khrushchev last was
geen Publicly at a New Year’s eve reception at the Kremlin. That
n!,h,t,hia voice was hoarse and he drank large quantities of hot tea
cw-:rnet ,ilee,,mifttloi tniii popular
Russian remedy for colds. Khrushchev and his
reception at 1 a.m. and he did not stay for his usual
mbassadors and reporters.

from 14 to 16 divisions and will permit the release later this year of two National Guard
divisions called to duty Oct. IS, The Pentagon
said the creation of the new units is not expected
to require any increase in draft quotas. Both
new divisions are expected to be combat-ready
by the end of 1962.

Showcase- SJS’ Application Forms
Schedules Dr. Ford For Grad Exams
For Education Talk Due Today, 5 p.m.

world wire

11111%-.14.

No. 54

Basketball. volleyball, ping ping
and chess will be featured at
weekend Co-Rec tomorrow in the
Men’s gymnasium from 12:304:30 p.m.
Special activities include swimming from 1-4 p.m. and trampoline from 1:30-3 p.m., according

Grad Forms
Deadline Set

1
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W
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Professor Emeritus Kaucher,
Advocate of Strong Competition
A believer in ,trong competition is Dr. Dorothy Kaucher,
professor emeritus of speech,
for whom an Oral Interpretation
award is given each semester.
Competition is strong for this
$50 award, as approximately 25
students try out for it during
preliminaries with six finalists
chosen to appear before the
Judges.
In 1950 a $150 donation was

DR. DOROTHY KAUCHER
... believes in competition
given to the college and the
Dorothy Kaucher Award for
Oral Interpretation began. The
anonymous donor presented the
money in honor of the outstanding work done in this field by
Professor Kaucher.
Tryouts for the seme;terly

,i%ard will be staged Tuesday
at 3:30 p.m. in the Studio Theater. Students may sign up for
competition until Monday at 4
p. m. in SD108, according to Mrs.
Noreen LaBarge Mitchell, assistant professor of speech and
contest chairman.
Dr. Kaucher will be present
during the finals and will give
the winner the $50. This will be
Jan. 11 in the Studio Theater
at 3:30 p.m.
In 1930, Dr. Kaucher joined
"probthe SJS faculty and wasI
MONS
Al1433)
’NLHOWOI(N3 ,
ably the best trained and fully
I
developed oral interpreter on
campus," Dr. Hugh Gillis, professor of drama and former head
of the Speech and Drama department, said.
Dr. Kaucher retired from
teaching in 1957 and now lectures, writes, paints and does
performances. Some of her books
include "We Go A’Traveling,"
-Armchair in the Sky," "Country Fare Dining at Cranberry
House," "Wings over Wake"
and "On Your Left the Milky
Way."
Next month Professor Kaucher will give a lecture before
the faculty wives on a Mediterranean cruise she took in May.
She said she particularly likes
the "spirit" students show in
the competition for the award.
"I’m glad they treat oral interpretation as an art and no longer
regard it as oral eloqution."
Students are judged on voice,
emphasi s, audibility, tempo,
pause, articulation and the general area; important to oral in-

Amateur Folk Dancers
To Descend on San Jose
Two thousand costumed folk
dancers are expected to descend
on the San Jose civic auditorium
Jan. 13-14 for a dance festival,
"Holiday in Venice," according
to Ned Gault, president of the
Peninsula Folk Dance council,
festival hosts.
Many of the amateur dancers
will wear authentic costumes
from South America, Europe and
Scandinavian countries.
The SJS Balkan dance group
will hold a pre-festival kolo
party (Balkan line dances) Jan.
12 in WG21 from 8-12 p.m.
The public may attend all festival activities as spectators or
dancers free of charge, said
Gault.
A dancers’ institute will be
held Saturday afternoon, Jan.
13, from 1:30-4:30 at the civic
auditorium under the direction
of Bay Area dance teachers
Grace Nicholes and Millie von
Konsky. This will feature a variety of dances including Israeli,
Hungarian, Mexican, Puerto Rican and a round dance.

Mayor Paul Moore will formally welcome the dancers and
spectators at Saturday evening’s
program, which runs from 8-12.
Exhibition dancing will be interspersed in the general international dancing Sunday afternoon, 1:30-5:30. Dance groups
which will be featured are the
International Dance theater,
Terpsichoreans, Dance Guild of
San Francisco, Oakland Recreation dance arts and the Pantalettes.
Some American square dances
will be included in Saturday’s
and Sunday’s programs, said
Gault. Square dance callers will
include Harlan Beard, Jack McKay and Frank Emery of San
Francisco, Ursula Mooney of
Mann, Stan Valentine of Martinez and Edith Thmopson of
San Bruno.
The festival is sponsored by
the California Folk Dance federation in cooperation with the
convention bureau of the San
Jose Chamber of Commerce.
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Frauleins Cause
Full Scale Riot
On Naples Street
NAPLES. Italy (UPI)Wearing form fitting slacks and
sweaters, two pretty German
girls stepped onto the balcony
of their hotels to bask in the
Naples sunshine.
By the time the riot squad
rescued them from the whistling,
shouting crowd that assembled
below their balcony they had
learned there’s a difference between German and Neapolitan
men.
For Marie Lise Reiter and
Catherine Pliz, both 24, the
trouble started Wednesday when
the men in a sidewalk cafe
across the street looked up,
looked again and then tried to
start a conversation.
Neither Marie Lise nor Catherine could understand a word
of Italian. but they responded to
the shouts of appreciation with
coy smiles and giggles.
Before long, several hundred
men were massed below the balcony, whistling and shouting.
Word spread that the girls were
famous movie stars and .the
crowd grew.
One sidewalk Romeo got a ladder and started to climb to the
balcony. Marie Use and Catherine, now thoroughly alarmed,
dumped buckets of cold water
on him.
By this time, the narrow street
under the balcony was jammed
with more than 1000 Neapolitans, mostly men. Cars were
backed up for blocks.
Finally, club-swinging police
pushed through the crowd to
rescue the girls and escort them
to the safety of a nearby police
station.
Weeping, Marie Lise told policemen:
"In Germany nothing like this
ever happened to a girl dressed
in slacks on her balcony. Why
should something like this happen in Italy?"
Sobbed Catherine: "We’re going to get out of this city as
soon as possible."
The two girls flew home to
Ulm yesterday.
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terpretation, Mrs. Mitchell explained.
When signing up for the contest, it is necessary for students
to give the name of their selection, she said.
During tryouts, three minute
portions of the final entries (seven minutes) will be given, she
explained.
All students are invited to
view the tryouts and the final
contest. according to Mrs.
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Dance Sensation
’The Twist,’ Just
Beatnik Rhumba?
(OX
The
NEW YORK i UPI)
Twist, loudly proclaimed new
dance sensation, is nothing but
a beatnik rhumba.
It is not nearly so much fun
as the Charleston or as hectic as
jitterbugging or rock ’n’ roll and
it makes the Black Bottom seem
positively risque. The Bunny
Hug, Turkey Trot and Big Apple
require far more energy to perform.
In case everyone does not
know by now, The Twist got its
name from the title of a song
that’s right, "The
called
Twist." Its style came from the
manner of presentation of the
singer who made the song popular, a fellow known as Chubby
Checkers. A recorder of vital
statistics doubtless knows Mr.
Checker’s rightful name. He acquired the Chubby Checkers
title when he was told he looked
like Fats Domino. Get it?
That was in Philadelphia,
which claims to be the birthplace of The Twist, a boast that
has evoked no challenges.
Checkers, or whatever his
name REALLY is, manages to
go through a variety of gyrationsmainly with his hips, while
singing "The Twist." The dance
being performed by teen-agers,
their parents and even their
grandparents represents a mass
effort to imitate what Checker
does while he sings.
Probably the best way to describe The Twist is to explain
that when dancers perform it
incorrectly they seem to be trying to do the hula or rumba.
In a correctly performed
Twist, the shoulders are held
stiff and the feet scarcely move.
The arms are moved back and
forth somewhat in the manner
of participants in a walking
race and the hips gyrate in a
manner certain to remove
inches from over-large expanses
and send middle-aged men to
the nearest orthopedist.
never
Most important one
smiles while doing the twist
Nobody is supposed to be able
to tell whether you are having
a good time while doing it.
Never look at your partner, and
don’t worry about whether you
both are doing the same step.
This dance is even more impersonal than the Viriginia Reel.
It matters little whether you
Twist at the Peppermint
Lounge, the smoke-filled bistro
in the New York Theater district where the dance became
famous, or the more fashionable
Stork Club across town. The
technique is appproximately the
same, although the dress and
demeanor are different.
The uniform for doing The
Twist at the Peppermint Lounge
Is a shirt and skin-tight slacks
for men and either toreador
pants or long black stockings
and short skirts topped by bulky
sweaters for girls. At the Stork
Club, one appears in whatever
"they" are wearing this year.
Once in a while a twister at
the Stork Club will steal a
slight smile, but at the Peppermint the demeanor is quite
somber.
One advantage of the Twist
and there are severalis that
it can be performed with some
skill by persons well beyond
their teens if they are careful
either not to overdo it or to
limber-up at a gymnasium before seeking the dance floor.
This was not true of rock ’n’
roll and jitterbugging, which
featured an assortment of the
more athletic caveman tactics.
Another advantage, for some,
is that because the couples are
anywhere from six inches to
several feet apart and tend to
crouch, a short boy can ask a
tall girl to twist without feeling
self-conscious.
And then, for the crowded
dance floor, you can’t beat the
twist, since the feet are not supposed to move very far.
And last, what next, after the
Twist, and allied steps such as
The Mashed Potato, The Slide
and the Slop?
Hey, kids, have you ever
heard of the Peabody?

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL
for

rico:o 7aco4
4th and St. James

Ralph G. Caldwell, Manager

EdItor:
For the past several weeks,
much has been said concerning
fraternities’ and sororities’ policies at San Jose State College.
Many students read the articles
with much concern, others with
sympathy or contempt for the
writers. Nevertheless, the articles continue to appearyou
guessed right, here goes another.
However. I offer no sympathy
or contempt, I desire understanding and harmony among all people regardless of race, creed,
color or religion. I believe with
all sincerity, this is possible.
Pam Purpus ASB 11577: "We
are decent, good citizens. Some
of our membership will be graduated to become doctors, lawyers, ministers (teachers weren’t
listed but I am sure they are
included); to help a struggling
mankind to a better life." All
this is true, but will your doctor
treat a Negro with the same
concern as he would a white
patient, or will he cleverly recommend "a good Negro doctor
just across town?" How can your
lawyer defend effectviely in a
court of law equal rights of all
men when he has not treated all
men as his equal? How can your
minister preach a doctrine of
fellowship among all people if
he has never lived in true fellowship? Can your teacher teach
equality of all races when he
has never given or believed in
equality himself?
You asked for a chance. Isn’t
150 years long enough?
James Fuller ASB 640: All
the opportunities offered by fraternities are great and it must
be quite an honor to belong to
one; the advantages must be
limitless.
I feel that fraternities should
be a part of the college and the
college a part of fraternities.
Both have much to offer each
other. Since both have many responsibilities to the students
and the community, should a
student be denied these many advantages because of the color of
his skin? Do you feel that the
Negro is without leadership
qualities and initiative? Open
your eyes, you might see a few
things the Negro can offer your
fraternities.
The Spartan Daily is not published free of student funds, yet
fraternities and sororities are
given free space in the Daily
and many other publications,
plus the use of school facilities
and reserved seats at special
activities--very good seats. It is
true, the college could well exist without the few pennies collected from Negro students on
registration day, so let’s consider
the greatest price a man can pay.
During the years of war, men
of all nations join together for
one cause, to defend freedom
and democracy; many die. We all
wish that the killing will end,
one day it does. The aged, crip-

SJS ROTC Cadets
Given Fitness Tests
SJS Army ROTC cadets recently underwent physical fitness
tests to determine their strength,
endurance,
coordination
and
agility.
According to Lt. Col. Edwin
T. Rios, professor of military
science at SJS, "The purpose of
these tests is to emphasize to
the cadets the necessity for attaining and maintaining a high
state of physical fitness."
High scores for the sophomore,
Junior and senior classes tested
are: Albon G. Athearn, 316;
Louie H. Anderson, 313; Allen
E. Harris, 317; Wayne A. Rush,
308; Stephen E. Parks, 315; and
Rod J. Ford, 308.

pled and the dead return to their
country. The Negro returns to
America where his hero welcome is short lived. He is given
sloppy service in public places,
denied service in many. He is
denied jobs because he is black.
Are fraternities treating him
differently? Finally, the crippled
are told, "Stand up boy and
let a white man sit, you are in
a white man’s country."
Is it not the same country
many black and white fought and
died for? Fraternities and sororities are enjoying the advantages
and freedom black men suffered
and died for. Negro children are
being denied what should rightfully be theirs to share. All the
advantages offered by fraternities, their very existence, was
paid for by the lives and suffering of black and white Men
alikeall me.
Richard T. Miley
ASB 9985

Student ’Comments
On A Few Problems’
Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to comment on a few
of the problems inherent with
student life at SJS.
First, why is it that the only
lavatory in the school lighted
well enough to read in is located
in the new journalism building? I
know that this problem is not
as controversial as the Greek
problem, or the architectural investigating committee, or the
bomb-shelter problem, but I feel
that this example of student
preference will be solved only
with suitable publicity.
Secondly, I question the sincerity of the campus groundskeepers in maintaining the ivy
on Tower Hall. Red ivy indeed!
How do they expect San Jose
State to maintain its image as
the West Const Ivy League counterpart, if they persist in keeping that pseudo ivy on our landmark. I already have noticed
that post cards of Tower Hall
have suffered a sharp decline in
sales.
Lastly, who is behind the pink
lemonade racket in the cafeteria? I know that all the students who read the Daily are
interested in these problems,
and want to know more about
them. I would like to tell both
you and them that the answers
will be found in the past issue
of Lyke Magazine, in my column "Iggie’s Search for Trouble" which will be found on page
57 of that magazine.
Searchingly,
Bob Neuman
ASB 12616

’The American’
Described By Student
Editor:
The American: with his 6 per
cent of the world’s population;
input: 50 per cent of the world’s
annual goods output: an atomic
bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the storehousing of
more bombs for more Hiroshirnas
and Nagasakis, more bombs for
more human dust; stored away
pound by pound, like they represented some kind of national
blubber, rising and rushing up
to rule our nation’s soul. America and the American, a heritage of liberty and a history of
default on that heritage, to the
point that almost anything is
LANDS IN JAIL
CHARLTON, Iowa (UPI)
Former Iowa Highway Patrolman Robert Wilke, 31, who staged a kidnap hoax--which touched
off a three-state search for his
abductorsso that he might
keep a date with a married
woman, began a 60-day jail term
Wednesday.
The charge against him was
neglect of duty.

DAYSTROMIHEATH
FOUND AT

Do-It-Yourself Headquarters
CYpress 4-9404
FIRE PROOF CONSTRuCiiON
TELEVISION BANOLIET ROOMS
FOUNTAIN
COFFEE SHOP

sanctified under that
Godly an,
glorious banner; and
tinder it t
chilling legacy in the
form i
freedom supported hy
a gaud5
backdrop..a backdrop,
breath
less and white, in the
shape or ;
mushroom cloud.
The American: like
the fat
well-groomed boy that
gorge,
himself on the last of the
from the cookie bowl, crurnh
while a
the edges of his
feeding halt
naked anti skeletonized
slum
youths stare in belly -rending
re
sentment; caught as a
Taker. ;
cannibal thriving off the
want,
and dreams of a billion
empt)
bellies, living
off the crumls
they do not possess Rut the
boy
fat, well-groomed and
insulate(
by that fatness, is oblivious.
yet, what if he had known?
_
known that it was only a
matte:
of time before he, a Taker,
a;
well as other lesser
Taken
would themselves be taken
these jungle wretches and Ii
plat,
tered up for the token feast
the token simplicity oi
starvations? . . .
Ron Brackett
ASH

Music Department
Offers ’Susannah:
Opera Workshop
"Susannah " the SJS
workshop for 1962, will be pre.
sented by the Music depart.
ment Jan. 18, 19 and 20 under
the directorship of Dr. Edwin C
Dunning, assistant professor of
music.
Tickets to the production will
go on sale at Concert hall has
office beginning Jan. 15 front
12:30 to 5:30 p.m. Reservations
may be made by telephoning
CY 4-6414, Ext. 2381. General
admission is $1.25; student ad.
mission is 75 cents,
To reserve tickets for the gab
opening night benefit perform.
ance Jan. 18, sponsored by the
Junior Guild of the San Jose
Symphony Women’s auxiliary,
students may telephone AN 4.
5027 or EL 4-9586. Seats in the
special resetved section are
$1.25.
The opera is a biblical story
of Susannah and the elders a
told in the Apocrypha. It concerns an attractive, high-spirr.girl who, as the result of r
cious gossip, is depicted in
immoral person.
The opera places the plot in
a contemporary settinga small
rural community somewhere in
America. Olin Mitch, an itin
erant evangelist who assumes
the responsibility of saving St
sannah, succumbs to her inn).
cent charms.
"Susannah" had it,
seven years ago at Fit.
university. Since that time it
become part of the repern
of numerous leading opera
panies.

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.
CY 8-1212

1425 W. SAN CARLOS
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MAKING AN IMPRESSIONKathleen Robinson tries to imBelling during "All About Eve," opening tonight
press Edward
in the Studio Theater.

’All About Eve’ To Open
Tonight in Studio Theatre
-All Al, int ENV... Academy
Award winning motion picture
for 1950. will be presented as a
staged reading in the Studio
Theater at 8:15 tonight and
tonormini.
Tickets for the program are
on sale at the door at 50 cents
for students and $1 for f.oneral
admission.
Six Academy Awards went to
this screenplay producticn by
Joseph L. Mankiewicz, based on
a shalt story by Mary Orr. It
is a Hollyssend classic.
Supervising the program is Dr.
Courtancy Brooks. associate professor of speech. Directing will
be Jerty De Bonc senicr speech
and drama major.
Proceeds from the event will
go for the Dcrothy Kaucher
Iss tss!, rciatiiin award given

reeligiew
Opganioration4
, tiieran Council

St. Thomas Chapel
,,annl for the doubter.
a-1 oeliaver

Morning WarshipSun.. 10 a.m.
Sermon:
"Are We Wise Men?
Place, CCC 10th and San Carlos
--Luther’s Student Association
Tuesday at 7 p.m.
More en Discriminaficn Clauses’
end
Is Serious and One Day We
Begin To Take If Seriously"
- -CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
Allan Dieter, Campus Pastor

Canterbury
Tales
Episcopalians

et San Jose St.),,

COOK’S NIGHT OUT
incited to Trinity Church’s
meeting this Sunday woe.
’0 cur rock has the night off
r e !pealier it the Rev. Dr
Rodenmeyet, diseusting the
s rnis-ion to lb. college and
,ng of the Chritlien teacher,
i’ mice for Canterbury
1,45 cants (at no siscrifi:e
Call CY 8-0204 for
,rb cu,sine.

Absorbing talk.
Come along.
Januao, 7 5,30 p.m.
Ct,ich RI North Sec:rid

For

FOCUS
Meaningful Existence

Worship Sunday
at

"rn. Of Thr se

s’

4 i

,

SJS Campus P.D.
Captures Suspect
SJS
The
played the major role Wednesday in capturing Ralph Joseph
Bravo after a phone call had
been received from the Campus
Christian Center for Episcopalian Ministry stating that he
had taken money (tom a coffee
urn dish at the center.
Bravo was interrogated by the
campus police, then turned over
to the San Jose City Police department for booking and sentencing.
Judge John Dempsey sentenced Bravo to five days in
jail on a petty theft charge.
TAMPA, Fla. (UPI) -- The
city recreation department said
Wednesday it has furbidden the
dancing of "the twist" at Tampa’s community centers. A department official said the nation’s newest dance maze was
considered unwholesome for children and teen-agers who Use the
renters.

tharby

Methodist Churches
FIRST

each semester to a sturlcnt in
oral reading competition.
Susan Evers will wittily the
role of Eve, with Richard Parks
as Addison De Witt.
Others in the cast are Reginald Molony, the aged actor;
Mari-Lyn Henry. Karen Richards; Edward Belling, Max Fabian; Carolyn Reed Dunn, Margo Charming, and Robert Sherman, Lloyd Richaids.
Also included are Sari Cori,
Birdie; Jim Berthalf, Bill Sampson; Kathleen Robinson, Miss
Caswell: Ann Morris, Phoebe;
Cheryl Del Biaggi, party guest,
telephone operator, Eve’s friend;
Mace Peron& stage manager,
pianist, waiter, and Rosalee Biasatti, party guest.
Creation of a mood depicting
a black and white film will be
handled with costuming under
the direction of Bonda Gay
Lewis. Men will wear tuxedos
with women in gowns of white,
off-white, grey and black.
Pantomime will be employed
by the characters lo facilitate
the reading, however, Dr. Brooks
explained, action is minimal in
staged readings.
Unique lighting will aid in
changes of scene. mood or characterization, with R. E. Gustafson in charge.
Mankiewicz is said to have
been at the peak of his career
of high style comedy when he
wrote "All About Eve."
Stage manager and sound
technician is Miss Bile:ant. Production assistants are Pelona,
Miss Del Biaggi, Molony and
Richard Burkhart.

ST. PAUL’S
’Ott, at tan Salra
dors
000 AM.

/4 LINDA AXLNTY
All About Eve," a staged
’exiling opening tonight in the
Studio Theater, has as its director a youthful man, with
profound experience in the theater.
Jerry De Bono, senior speech
and drama major, is directing
the presentation, which runs tonight and tomorrow at A:15
This is his first expeilenee at
college directing, but not his
initial experience with drama
His professional story began
12 years ago at Stockton college, when a Hollywood talent
scout saw his production, "A
for Alonzo."
This was a musical produced
at the college, written by De
Bono, who authored the music,
lyrics, script and also starred in
the presentation.
Sent to Hollywood following
this break, the young playwtight
worked with the Los Angeles
and San Francisco Light Opera
companies for three years.
During this period in his career, De Bono served as stage
manager, understudies, chorus
member and assistant to the
production manager. He worked
with Mitzi Gaynor in "Jolly
Anna" and in such productiona
as "Carousel," "Kismet" and
"Brigadoon."
Branching in the field he prefers, De Bono began writing
again. This time, it was a review which was produced in
London as half of an AmericanAnglo Review. This received
what he termed "good review’s."
His experience mounted as he
journeyed to New York. In this
period of his career, approximately 30 of his shows were
produced on T.V.
"Eleven O’Clock Flight," a
suspense melodrama. was featured on the Kraft Theater in
New York, starling Joanne
Wnicidward. Kaiser Aluminum
Hour broadcast "Carnival," starring Natalie Wood. Another play
writen by De Bonn, "The Off
Season," for U.S. Steel Hour,
he explained, was never produced, after months of work and
rewriting.
Writing for these productions
took place during the "era when
live T.V. from New York was
dying fast."
As a writer for CBS Public
Affairs, the dark haired senior
enjoyed more freedom than on
the big hour shows." His program, on Sunday mornings, featured philosophical moral playlets, produced for "Lamp Unto
My Feet" and "Look Up and
Live."
It was during this New York
petiod when he began to find a
preference for playwriting rather than musicals.
He then returned to school,
Monterey Peninsula college, and
"started all over again."
Transferring to SJS as a junior, De Bono is using his experience as director for "All About
Eve" as a learning device which
"teaches the potentials and limitations of actors." This production also teaches "a great deal
about audiences."
This is the first student directed staged reading, according
to Dr. Courtaney Brooks, associate professor of speech and supervisor of the production.
The choice of staging "All
About Eve," a screenplay by Joseph E. Mankiewicz, was made by
De Bonn "because I felt I was
fully capable of understanding
it. It is a good experiment for
me to learn by, converting a
screenplay for a reading. I felt
I wouldn’t make gross errors
in interpretation."
As a writer, De Bono prefers
serious comedy with a moral, fie
works primarily from a theme,
rather than by inspiration from
a small incident or a character.
He explains he does hest at
-
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Rep. Thompson Displays Humor
,In Predictions of Things to Come

Russ Submits
Test Ban Plan
To U.N. Body
UNITED NA:riuNs. N. V.
(UPII--Ruggia submitted to the
United
Nations
Disarmament
commission yesterday its proposals for a new motatorium on nuclear test explosions
The Soviet plan ignored the
West’s demand for international
inspection and control.
A Soviet statement to the
newly totalled. 18-nation Disarmament commission again blamed
the West for failute to reach
agreement in the test -ban talks
that began in Geneva Nov. 28.
The talks are to be, resumed
Jan. 16.
The Soviet proposals call for
agreement among the nuclear
powers to ban tests in the atmosphere, underwater and in
outer space. The only centrals
would rest on existing testing
devices.
The nuclear powers, Russia
said, also would put a vciuntary
ban on undergreund tests of
nuclear weapons until agreement
is reached on a system of control over such tests.
No nuclear tests of any kind
would be held while the Geneva
talks are in progress.
Russia also asked that France
be included in test negotiations.
The current talks have been restricted to Britain, Russia and
the United States.

Job Interviews

Note, Interviews are held in the
Placement Office, Adm234. Appointrnnt lists are put out ln advance of this
interview. Students ere requested to
sign up oarly.Ed.
T1 ’USDA
Pitman 310nre co.. division of
Dow Chemical: Business or science majors for pharmaceutical
sales.
Phiten Western Development..
laboratories: Electrical engineermechanical engineering,
ing,
physics and math majors.
WEDNESDAY
Radiation

at

Stanford

(for-

Levinthall: Science, physics and electrical engineering
majors.
Wells Fargo Bank -American
Trust co.: Business, economies,
liberal arts majors.
TIII.RSDAY
Atlantis State Department
of Public Health: Liberal arts
preferred for field epidemiologist.
Santa Clara county: Biology,
chemistry, sanitation majors or
any major that includes 30 units
of basic science) for Sanitation
I and II.
FRIDAY
Industrial Business Machines:
Business or secretarial majors
or any major with sufficient
secretarial skills for secretarial

positions.

By INS Is 15 v I
WASHINGTh:i
-- For
Christmas. Rep.
au% Thompson jr. must have gotten one of
those ballpoint pens that write
on soggy tea leaves.
At any rate, something has
prompted him to try his hand
at fortune-telling.
The New iinSPY Democrat
emerged today ft ant a New
Years Eve trance with A list of
predictions of things that will
happen in 1962.
I can’t vouch Ins hi- fthilitY
as a soothsayer, but here are
some of his tongue-in cheekish
forecasts for the year:
January House of Representatives resolves leadership qusstion by applying the "1104(0"
principle; elects a th, re -man
speakership represent ing the National Association of Manufacturers, the AFL-CIO and the
League of Women Votels.
February- Goa invades India;
Nehru deplores use of force as
means of accomplishing national
objectives
Interior Secretary
Udall climbs Capitol Hill to con-

Nehru Man Pledges
To Oust Chinese Reds

Dr. Alvin W. Gouldner. %siting sociologist at Stanford’s
Center for Advanced Studs and
chairman of the Sociology department at Washington university. St. Louis, Mn.. will
speak Jan. 12 at a dinner for
the fall initiaticn of Alpha
Kappa Delta, national honer society in sociology.
Ac-cording to Dr Janus Blackwell, assistant profess( r of sociology who is adviser to the
SJS chapter of the satiety, Dr.
Gouldner will discos’ the uses
of history in sociological research.
The dinner will be held at
Mariani’s restaurant, 2490 El
Camino Real, Santa Clara. at
7 p.m.
Students anti faculty members
who wish to attend the dinner
may make reservations at $2.75
a plate with De. Blackwell in
CH222 by 4:30 p.m. Menday.
Earlier in the day. Dr. Could net’ will speak to interested students and faculty members Oft
the user: of the psychoanalytic
approach in seciolcgleal research, Dr. Blackvt.ell said. This
speech will he given in C11227 at
3:30 p.m.
Dr. Gouldner is a past president of the Society for the
Study of Social Problems.
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by Charles Morgan
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just
think
of it...
you can open a new
Roos/Atkins SUPER/CHARGE
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Student Body Card!

In San Jose: First at Santa Clara
CT 2-6535

SERVICE LAUNDRY
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497 N 13th
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CIGARETTES

PORTOLA CLEANERS
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chamber of commerce.
November Fidel Castro announces lw is really a Whig; El seals OEM to incorporate Cuba.
Kennedy football
December
tenon invited to Ruse Bowl . . .
G. Mennen Williams receives 300
polka-dot Ivry’ floc for Christi ,

local

The CIVIC PLAYHOUSE

Special Student Rate

Guest Sociologist
To Talk at Dinner
Open to Public

,’aril
5.1 In
raving aivaii wonilerlui
conditions: is hailed OS her.,

losiofr.;
Donal wildlife preserve.
March-- Airlines propose capital punishment for nassengeis
who fail to show up for flights.
April --- Fidel Castro invades
South America; Nehru hails
move as great step in liberation
of enslaved nations.
May BROM Ahmed. framer
Pakistani camel diner, travels
to United States aboard private
yacht and invites Texas cowboy
to visit him in Pakistan.
June - Russians put 12 -story
apartment house into orbit
around Jupiter . . . H use of
Representatives votes to abolish Senate as punishment for
passing too much in-4istintp.
July
John Birch
impeach
launches campaign
Abraham Lincoln ... Foci Castro invades Greenland: Nehru
hails moss as great step in liberation of enslaved not
--- European Common
Market applies for membership
in British Commonwealth.
September- -Roger Maris hits
59th home run on last day of
baseball season.
OctoberPeace Cents volun-

PATNA. India i UPI,
The
president of Prime Minist: Jawaharlal Nehru’s Cengres= party
pledged yesterday t’s drive the
Chinese Communists from Indian soil and "libeiatc" all of
Kashmir from Pakistan.
The threat of military action
against China and Pakistan was
made by Sanjiva Reddy shortly
before an unruly crowd cf thousands of Nehru’s admirers broke
through police barriers with
bamboo poles for a closer look
at their idol.

HERE’S HOW . . .

handling.

THE WESLEY
FOUNDATION

wilting. "when everything else
is boring. I need complete stagnation in everything else." He
plans to return to writing folhaving his June graduation.
The summer promises to be a
bating raw. but productive in
writing.

merly
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Big Investments Alter Colleges

Magazine Editorship
Forms Due Monday
Letters tit application for new
f. t- the spring semesvise
ter mwit be submitted to Gordon
;re!;, ii 55:115’ pi..iessoi of journalism. in 3112. by p.m. ap.aday,
.,ersitaling to Bob Neuman, public
r.
aeldleants should submit
name. majoi. class. publications experience and statement
of what thes intend to do with
magazine. Neuman said.

acter of most colleges arid universities in the
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greater benefits might be waltzed.
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ported colleges and universities, Stratton said

quarters that the more opulent support of

in an annual report.

science is being offset by starvation of the

Dr. Deininger, however, pointed out that

is indispensable for the sustained progress

the art and humanities are not being starved

ot an industrialized society as well as for the

although it is normally easier for a scientist

3

to get a grant than it is for a philosopher or
an artist.

’There is a legitimate concern for the ulti-

Warren

VallS,

head of the art department

mate influence of large sums of federal money

at the colleges, said that he sees no signs of the

on their freedom of action."

humanities and arts being "starved" as a

Dr. Whitaker Deininger, associate pro-
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arts and humanities."

the conviction that the advance of science

Ile added that fur the private institutions
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said. ’There Is a very real concern in many

safeguard of its freedoms." he said.
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Continuing in his report,

number of problems for the privately-slip-

"The policy of investment is supported by

5,

San Fenaldo

San .10,

president of Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

according to Julius

This increase, however, has also

Your Shop of Distinction
and Personal Service

immenting on the subject, said that the increased investment in scientific research has
qauved to be beneficial to the country but he
added that if more grants were given to individuals rather than large committees,

country,

MORIN’S
TAILORS
,65 W

in scien-

America’s increased inestment

tific research has greatly changed the char-

fessor of philosophy at San Jose State, in
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Long a leader in tile fine art of dining. BOHANNON’S
complements its superb cuisine with traditionally
warm st.rtice in a pleasant atmosphere of quiet eleand good taste.

Where
Connoisseurs
Indulge
11th l So. Hit!,
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Make Spring Reservations Now
Apartments for Students Under or Over 21
Modern Up to Date
Close to Campus
We Can Get Roommates (no extra fee)
type.,

ren13

485 South Ninth Si
CY 7-8877
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Calls for New Peace Plan
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REPORTING TO ARMY in Seattle, Elgin Baylor receives brief,
ing from his first sergeant, Robert Forcella. Baylor, Los Angeles
Laker star, is attached to a hospital unit. The 6-5 cager was one
of the leading scorers in the National Basketball Association
before being called back into the service.
NEW YORK (UPI) Only seven
,tnen have ever pitched
perfect
,arn
in major I.
Gameses
:story.

Wild Basketball
Mark Fraternity Action

PiKA. Sigma Chi, and Theta
Chi romped to easy wins last
night, as the Fraternity basketball
season got underway in Spartan
gym.
vAsiiINGToN 01’1) A high laiv id. Stat.. Harlan ClevPland ATO, Theta Xi, and Sigma Nu
State depattment official called told the Vomen’s National Demo- toppled DSP, SAE and the Sig
yesteolay for new U.N. peace- cratic club here that the world Eps, respectively, the latter game
keeping machinery to meet such organization needs better machin- in overtime.
Idiverse crises as guerrilla infiltra- ’cry to:
Earl Stevenson garnered 16
-- "Focus international attention
tion, internal subversion and terand Tom Graham netted
ritorial disputes.
, on, and to help to halt infiltra- points
PiKA; Ken Solis tanked 8
Apparently foreshadowing pro-; tion of guerrillas across frontiers." 15 for
Sigma Pi in the 69-18
!posals to be made soon in the! "Help halt internal subversion for losing
ball game.
’United Nations. A-ioaril Sine- instigated by a foreign power."
1
Sigma Cht, led by Ed Marcos’
- "Give political, economic, technical, intelligence and policy sup- 15 markers and Mark McManus’
!port to U.N. policing operations." 12 pointa downed Lambda Chi
"Undertake missions of fact- 50-19, Jbn Raymond led Lambda
I
I
seven.
-Bravados." starring Gregory ’ finding and conciliation for the Chi scorers with
’
In a game which saw 23 fouls
. k and Joan Collins, is the film t secretary general. the Security
today’s
Friday :Council. or the General Assembly." committed, Theta Chi walked away
for
,..ks
presentation in Morris , Informed sources said the United from the Phi Sigs 45-19. as Theta
States was considering making !Chi’s Al Burdick netted 16 points
.iley auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
rhe film is a tough outdoor ad- , concrete proposals along these; and Bill Bowman and Tim Murphy hit for nine apiece.
-nture about the trackdown of lines when the U.N. General
Dave Fleming and Daryl Satin.
sembly reconvenes Jan. la. An
’ir
scored seven markers apiece 1).
he
to
propose
a
would
alternative
Flicks
is
.\drnission for Friday
;U.N, study looking towtud new the losers.
eents a person.
Dennis Beguelin swished 1’
:machinery.
points for winning ATO, and Jolu
Henry led all scorers with 14
DSP, in a contest which saw
Tates mercome a 17-16 halite,
deficit.
Sigma Nu rallied in a thy"
minuteovertime period to nil
the Sig Eps 28-24. as Terry Tm
with 12, and Les Cot, with 8, le,.
the winners. Dirk Chandler garnered 16 points for the losers.
Representa- Results of an alliance survey of
ST. LOUIS il.*B1
Theta XE/4 Ray Vinall took
tives of the medical profession and coaches and school officials to gain the night’s scoring honors by
sporting goods equipment manu- an insight into what are consid- tanking 20 points and leading
fneturers were to deliver talks ered the major problems backed his tram over SAE 37-19. Denny
..-deiday before the National up Quinn’s remarks.
Dc hart added II markers to tit,
Out of 7000 replies, 3094 said Theta XI total.
I’ . than Alliance of High Schools,
an organization that makes rules grasping the face mask of an opCori Stewart led SAE is ith
for some 72b,000 high school foot- ponent was the greatest cause of
its points.
injury and 5652 questioned the
ball players.
Forty-two independent bean:
The main target of the three- practice of wearing a face mask. divided into four leagues. wu
day convention which began
square off Monday afternoon
Wednesday, is to reduce the ree3:45.
Speaker
Banquet
occurred
ahieh
deaths
22
ord
In A league competition, Mouth
during the past football season.
Former Santa Clara university er’s Oldies meet The Red Hem
Also attending the meeting are football player and coach Al Ruffo at 3:45, the Sheiks face A A ’
members of the National Federa- will be the guest speaker at San hour later. and Gorgo’s Boil
tion of High Schools, National As- Jose State’s annual Fall Sports Snatchers tip off against the Go!
sociation of Inteirollegiate Ath- Banquet at Lou’s Village restau- biers at 5:45. The Allen Haller
letics I NAIA) and the National rant on Tuesday evening, Jan. 9. He will meet the Newman Knigh!
unior College At hlet asso: iat ion. has recently been named to the No. 1, also at 5:45.
It 1,10,:e antin will find
Lyle Quinn, chaiiman of the
Stain College Tr l‘
it 01
equipment committer of the alliance football rules group, said
Wednesday the introduction of the
T-Iormation in football is one of
the reasons for an increase in the
number of head and neck injuries.
Most Items
"In the T - formation the
coaches teach the boys to block
first with thvir had’.," hr said.
"The face guard is t’. developed
to protect that 111411, hut
thine% the guard Is used for les-T 300X HARMON-KARDON AM -FM
I-rage by an opponent and the
to
begin
ii.’’
iii
STEREO MULTIPLEX TUNER
neck injuries

Friday Flicks

--------

AN

Its I toted Pres.. International
"We’re going to miss Elgin Baylor," Loa Angeles Laker coach
,1Fred Sehaus said a few days ago,
; -but we’re not going to fall apart
because We have guys like Rudy
LaRusso and Hot Rod Hundley
who are going to take up the
slack."
It appears today stehaus knew
what he was talking about.
The Lakers played their first
Baylor-less game Wednesday night
against the visiting Philadelphia
Warriors and La Russo’s 33 points
his all-time high as a pi o- added
to Jerry West’s 44 helped push
Los Angeles over the Warriors,
124-123. Hundley got 10 points as
a spot player.
Baylor, the National Basketball association’s second highest
nearer, was recalled to actIve
duty in the Army on Tuesday.
Los Angeles got a hit of unexpected help when Philly’s NBA
scoring leader, Wilt Chamberlain,
was ejected from the game.

result of the greater emphasis on scientific
research in the last few years.

883 E. Santa Clara
Son Jose
35,5
-11,-Ir

L.A. Laker Star
Elgin Baylor
i Now in Army

Football Deaths
Target of Talks

Bucket Dunkers challenging the
AROTC No. 1 at 3:45 and the
AFROTC No. 1 tipping off against
the Hustlers at 4:45.
Intramurals director Dan Unruh again has announced that the
free thrqw tournament will begin
next week and that only a smal
number of entries have been I,’
ceived. He declared that tin,
tournament presents the "easiest
opportunity to win a trophy" of
any of the intramural activities. !
Entry deadline date will appear
on the intramurals bulletin board
in the men’s gymnasium early next
week. Applications may he ob-1
1
tamed from his office, MG121.
Forty-seven entries have been
received for the table tennis tournament. scheduled to begin next
week, said Unruh.
Sig Ep’s No. 1 remains atop the
intramural bowling league standings, followed by DU No, 1, Sigma
Chi, Lad
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Try Campus
Launderette
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Where Eke Can You Get
All of These Under One Pc z
COMPLITE LAUNDRY SERVICE
(With or Without Ironing)

FAST DRY CLEANING
EXPERT DYING and
SUPER SERVICE ot

PAL
1523 IA

REASONABLE PRICES
402 S. 3rd & San Salvador
MEW‘

SAVE
per
3c
2.c&
gal.
92+ Octane Reg.

100+ Octane Ethyl

Examples of year -around oil pHcesShell X-100, Triton, Veedol,
qt. can 38¢
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. cgain. 5109:
Castrol
100% Eastern Bulk
$1.29
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern
package 22¢
Cigarettes

PURITAN OIL CO.
4th & Williams

611. & Keys

10th & Taylor

STORE -WIDE SALE

CRYSTAL
CREAMERY

20% to 500/o oft

NOW $11950

Req. 5151.95
71-h and Santa Clara
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Dietzel Faces Court
Action Over Contract

La. (UPI)
BATON ROUGE,
yesterd a y faced
Dietzel
Paul
legal ac!Neatened "immediate
sought to terminate
he
if
n’
as head football coach
n s contract take an offer for a
to
1....SU
West Point.
.imilar Job at
pros1leamatile LSU faced the
stripped of its coachyet of being
staff. Dietzel was considering
Army offer, which reportedly
four assistants
.ncluded taking
Also his chief assistant,
’AA hint

Ski Team Canceled
team
SJS will not field a ski
Turley Mings
tis year, ski coach
announced yesterday. "It is felt
not be able to
Mat the school will
team and it
field a representative
could be better not to have a
ream this year," he sail,. He said
in
this did not rule out a team
1963.

SAVE MONEY!!

Charley McClendon, was said to be
among top prospects for head
coach at Kentucky.
But the way was far from clear
for Dietzel to switch over to
Army if he wanted to. A member
of the LSU board of supervisors
Wednesday night threatened going
to court to hold Dietzel to a contract here.
Board member Tom Dutton of
New Orleans telegrarnmed Army
Secretary Elvis Stahr and West
Point officials that he would sponsor a resolution asking court action at any board meeting considering a request to release Dietzel from his contract.
"If and when the question comes
before the board, I believe there
will be very substantial opposition
to Dietzel’s release from this contract," Dutton’s telegram read.
When Dietzel and McClendon
arrived here Wednesday from Miami, Fla., with their Tiger squad
that beat Colorado in the Orange
Bowl Monday, Dietzel said little
and McClendon said nothing.

Mountain Ski’
Conditions
Remain Good
Ski conditions remain good in
Northern California mountain
areas, according to a report from
observers in the Echo Summit ski
area.
Eighteen to 20 inches of hard
pack snow remain at Echo Summit where three rope tows continue
to operate on weekends.
Echo Summit has just completed
16 continuous days of operation,
the longest period of the season.
The resort returns to its normal
weekend open policy this weekend.
The two biggest noted improvements at Echo Summit, according
to reports, are the new paved
road into the parking lot and the
results of the snow packers operation. Where the packer operated
weeks ago when there was new
snow, the skiing was still good
New Year’s day.

On GAS and OIL

SAHARA OIL CO.
Second and William

BIG ’LUKE’
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Spartans Beat Dons
In League Opener

GOING HIGH INTO AIR, Ohio State’s fabulous Jerry Lucas
fights Dave Waxman of UCLA for a rebound under Bruin basket
in the second half of the recent Los Angeles Basketball Classic.
The Buckeyes won this game 105-84, largely due to the play of
the 6-8 center. Ohio State won the tournament championship
by beating Southern California’s Trojans, 76-66.

Coach Stu Inrnan’s defenseminded basketball squad dueled
the University of San Francisco
right down to the wire last night
in spacious USF gym to nudge the
once-mighty Dons. 39-36. It was
the first WCAC game of the 1962
season.
The contest was close all t!
way, with the halftime score kno’
ted at 20-20.
Spartan guard Bill Yonge ga
the locals some breathing ro,’
as he sank a vital foul shot NI’
17 seconds remaining in the gaii.
With the count standing at 38-..t
Yonge was fouled in a one-’.’
situation. He swished the first or,.
giving San Jose a healthy thi.
point lead.
San Jose State called time ..
before Yonge stepped back to ti..
foul line for his bonus shot, whi,he missed. But the officials
the Spartans the ball on an u.
of-bounds play, and USF
had a chance to score.

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos
Cr 4.2810
n=4:i’---r--------

ger, said here Wednesday night
that he has been approached about
a title bout with Moore. He said
he told New York promoters Jack
Fugasy and Lester Malitz that
Fullmer was interested if terms
could be arranged.

Basketball fans who were fortunate enough to have witnessed
any of the action in the recent Las Angeles Basketball Classic
saw what may well have been the greatest holiday tourney ever.
With such stars as Ohio State’s Jerry Lucas, Southern California’s John Rudometkin, Purdue’s Terry Dischinger, Utah’s Bill
McGill and West Virginia’s Rod Thorn, the third annual cage affair,
housed in the L.A. Sports Arena, was a rousing success.
Competition among the eight teams, USC, Purdue, Utah, West
Virginia, UCLA, Army, Washington and Ohio State, was so ferocious
that a team like West Virginia, going into the tourney with a 6-1
record and rated fifth nationally, lost two out of three games.
But the highlight of the four-day tournament (Dec. 27-30) was the
all-round brilliance of Ohio State’s Lucas. The 6-8 giant, who appears
bored stiff while playing, was simply amazing. He dominated every
game Ohio State played.
Against UCLA, for instance, Lucas sank 14 free throws, took
just one shot from the floor and scored 30 points. His timing on
tap-ins under the basket was fantastic.
Against USC for the championship game, Ohio State coach Fred
Taylor sent Lucas outside the key to shoot his jump shot. He sank
nine straight before missing.
When he was taken out of the game with 38 points and just
seconds left, the partisan Los Angeles crowd of 14,000 gave the magnificent Ohio athlete a tremendous ovation.
The anticipated duel of All-Americans Rudometkin and Lucas
made the championship clash a natural. But the lanky (6-6) Trojan
couldn’t find his shooting eye, and Lucas stole the show in the 76-66
Buckeye win.
Purdue’s Dischinger displayed the great moves around the basket
that have drawn raves from rival players and coaches for the past
two years. It appears, though, that Dischinger might be too light
to make it irk the pro circuit. The 6-7 center weighs just 190.
Bill "The Hill" McGill, who played his high school basketball
in Los Angeles at Jefferson High, celebrated his return by setting
’he tournament scoring record, including a 39-point output against
West Virginia which broke Rudometkin’s record of 35 set last year.
McGill’s repertoire of shots is something to behold. In Utah’s
84-83 squeaker over the Mountaineers, he sank a hook shot from
the side while looking the other way. He can’t miss as a pro.
West Virginia’s Thorn brought a curious two-handed jump shot
to Los Angeles which he used to score 32 against Purdue. He’s a
great rebounder, and very effective as a middle man on the fast break.

I
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VOLKSWAGEN OWNERS
Repairing by Qualified Mechanics
Completely Equipped Shop
Genuine Parts Replacement
Guaranteed workPius Real Sayings
Pa, Aa,.aole Sunday
Etr6ngs
OPEN 7 A tot, to 7 P.M.Incl. Saturdays

HOFFEE’S GARAGE

CV 3.2961
972 Chestnut St., I 1111. W of

COLrnan

Owner. Marvin Hoff..
Be’. Heddnej 8 Freeway, San Jose
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DELICIOUS VARIETIES

Oscar’s hot everything in donuts. From sugar coaled to
Everyone with horre-mode flcvor and

fresh banana!

freshness. They’re dunking good! Breakfast, coffee break
or midnight snack, donuts and coffee at Oscars is an

TUXEDO
RENTALS

t:= CHICKEN ROTISSERIE
If your appetite calls for something a little more
filling, ask for Oscar’s rotisseried chicken.

Serving those
who demand
the finest...

CO.PLE/ E. so LOS FORMAL WEAR
RENTALA1
AND ACCESSORIES

31 SOUTH FOURTH ST., CV 3-7420, SAN JOSE

Crisp

and golden brown, it’s truly the talk of the town’
To take out, or served at Oscar’s.

Black Tuxedos
White Dinner Jackals
Directors Coats
Black Informal Dreu Suits

OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY

mmmm... good!
Drive-in and
Take Home
A Dozen

OSCAR’Sdonuts
SAN CARLOS & ALMADEN AVE.
CY3-9341

ON

FLOWER SHOP
175 Taylor
CT 1-1130

unbeatable combination. Better yet, buy a dozen to
take to your apartment, dorm, fraternity, or sorority.

tievr,eed.sh..

DEPENC

ONISHI FLORIST

OSCAR’S
donuts

should hear the swinish.’
Banjo Band that’s playing of
the Awful.Awful tonight and

12860 SO.

1.1sud Sets For Sale

while on vacation
you missed

Meanwhile, in San Francisco, Coach Stu Inman’s cagers were
winning the consolation phase of the West Coast Athletic Conference
Tournament at USF’s gym.
After dropping the opening fray to St. Mary’s, 48-46, the
Spartans went on in the consolation bracket to beat San Francisco
state 57-39, and UOP 49-47.
Subbing for ailing Joe Braun in the St. Mary’s opener, soph
center Harry Edwards scored 21 points to lead all game scorers. The
6-8 Edwards scored 13 in the next game with SF state.

tomorrow night land ’vary PA.
and Sat. night)!

TV & RADIO REPAIRS

"ATTENTION"

Gene Fullmer Wants ’Arch’
WEST JORDAN, Utah (UP!)-..
NBAmiddleweight champion Gene
Fullmer wants a crack at durable
Archie Moore’s light heavyweight
crown "if the price is right."
Mary Jenson, Fullmer’s mana-

The Spartarts’ next game will he
Monday. Jan. 8, with the Tom
Meschery-less Gaels of St. Mary’s
college in the San Jose civic auditorium.

FREE PARKING

Audio-Visual Center Returns
To Centennial Hall Location

Friday, January 5. 1962
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Engineers, Scientists Face
Constant Demand for Talents

range tiNtIll 1.0..k of status rewards,
to low salaries and inadequate
training.
Norman 0. Gunderson, dean of
the F.ngineering division, expressed the belief that the shortage in
engineering is due largely to
under-utilization of existing talent.
Many highly trained graduates, he
said, are being used "for general
tasks that could as well be
handled by trained technicians."
LACK OF OPPORTUNITY
Dean Guhderson cited the example of a highly regarded class
Institute of
of Massachusetts
Technology graduates who later
became disenchanted with their
************************************************* profession because of lack of opn
portunity to use their education.
SELF SERVICE
:
Dean William Sweeney of the
Education department suggested
that the reason for the shortage
of trained technicians is that
these positions are less "statusgratifying" than the more advanced jobs.
LOTS OF ROOM TO STUDY WHILE YOU WAIT
i
In the field of civil engineering,
... OPEN 7 A.M. to 11 P.M.
ri
he shortage is of "highly quali4.
lied engineers capable of handling
409 E. SANTA CLARA
4.
top-notch problems." according to
(Between 9th & 10th Streets)
144.4********************************************* 1 m. William Loren, head of the
Civil Engineering department.
Dr. Lorell reported that there
1,4, however, an adequate number
irf engineers for the "ordinary
tasks." The shortage of highly
qualified people, he said, is due
to insufficient training.
’WASTE OF TIME’
Too many high school-level
in
BLVD.
CREEK
STEVENS
courses in the first two years of
VILLA SHOPPING CENTER
college wastes valuable time, according to Dr. Lorell. This time
("Across from Futurama Bowl")
should be spent studying in the
major field, he said.
He added, however, that industry is also at fault due to its
-failure to recognize. the value of
a well trained person." The highly
trained engineer is paid only
slightly more than an engineer
A Fabulous Trio
with only minimal training, he
Students at science and engi- nothing %rinse than a ’’constant
morning at &IS apparently face demand" for their talents after
- ---------graduation, and the probability is
that their number will remain well
SIG AUTO INSURANCE
below the number of job opporSAVINGS ANNOUNCED
tunities.
Women and married men over 21: $78
This is the unanimous opinion
less $13 dividend, or a net of $65
wiced in a recent survey of SJS
(based on current 17 per cent dividend).
disision, department heads and inSingle men under 25: $252 less $43
structors in these two areas.
dividend, or a net of $209.
Liability,
Injury
Bodily
$10/20000
According to their replies, short$5,000 Property Damage and $500
ages of qualified personnel now
Medical Payments. Other coverages at
exist not only in industry but in
comparable savings. Payments can be
education and medical institutions
mad.: once, twice or four times a year.
Call or write tor full information to
as well.
George M. Campbell, 566 Maple Avenue,
When queried on reasons for
Sunnyvale, REgent 9-1741 (day & nite).
these shortages, the responses

.

4da:o

:

LAUNDERETTE

1: 15c WASH * 10c DRY
ST.

4.

SAY VIC

PIZZA PARLOR

BANJO AND RINKY-TINK PIANO
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 9 P.M. ’til 2 A.M.
THE STREET SINGERS
SUNDAY ACTION STARTS 5 P.M.

P.S.: Were looking for talent.
Next Wednesday night is audition night.
STEVENS CREEK BLVD. in VILLA
SHOPPING CENTER at LAWRENCE
STATION ROAD
Open Daly 4 P.M. ’til 2 A.M.
Across from Futurama Bowl
AX 6-3837

CLASSIFIEDS
77-7

I Contract

for brd. hi.. Fount. Hell, 69
So. t0th. Am transferring. CY 3-9418,
Jack.

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a tee succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

One Cushman 10.speed racing bike, es. Jffer. 1 month old. Call Ron
CY 348180 after 7 p.m.
..

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

Boatels
2 bedroom furnished apt. 452 So. 4th.,
7.6181 or CY 4-5085.
’
Jewish girl wishes same tc share apart.
.p ng semester. CY 3-1253.

Per Sak.
Bov3 Schwa, racer. 23

Kastie Comb 3

witt, kitchen privileges
Men Room
28 mo. 47 So. Sift, CY 3.2114.

frame.

Contract for app Ed hse
II. f2 So. HCY

r

Elderly gentlemen wishes young couple
share home near college. Must be
0,.4,-,tonf. Call CY 4-4190.

,0

Services

69

FA time baby sitter in my home. 2 boys.
1, Nancy Swanson. EL 441530.

Transportation
2 contracts for app. brd hse. 373 E.
S,4. F4 -nand, CY 3-9908 Jar or Barb.’
Ride needed from Bowers area of Santa
classes. Cart Son
’n,rn:nq
C’,,
4 9, 7
Ski clothes woman. ,

EASY-ORDER ADVERTISING!
To place a classified ad, just fill out and clip this
EASY -ORDER ADVERTISING form. Send with check
or money order to Student Affairs Office TH 16, San
Jose State College, San Jose, California.
Check Ono:
(3 Personals
0 Lost & Found
C Transportation

"

PLENTY OF ATTENTION is attracted at New York’s Bronx
zoo by this baby hippopotamus whose mama, Phoebe, refuses
to let anyone come close. Even papa, Peter the Second, Was
banished to another cage. Sex of baby is not known. It weighs
50 to 60 pounds.

Help Wanted
Services

For Sale
[1] Rentals
0 Miscall

said.
Another failure of industry was
cited by the head of the Industrial
Engineering department, Dr. Fritz
B. Harris. He said that industry
has not done enough to interest
students in the field of industrial
engineering: consequently "twice
as many graduates are needed to
fill lucrative positions in the Bay
Area."
CAMPAIGN NEEDED
A campaign by industry to attract students to this relatively

new profession is needed, he said.
The increasing complexity and
constant change in the field of
aeronautics was cited as a factor
in the shortage of personnel in
that area.
-Professor Thomas E. Leonard,
head of the Aeronautics department reported that, on the average, three jobs await each graduate in engineering from SJS and
most other schools.

TODAY
Weekend Co-Ree, sign-ups for
Jan. 13 San Francisco trip, TH16,
today and Monday. Seventy-five
cents for transportation and $2
for dinner, payable at sign-up.
Friday Flicks, "Bravados," Morris Dailey airditonium, 7:30 p.m.
International Student Organization, lecture, International Student Center, 285 S. Market St.,
8 p.m.
StuIndependent
Associated
dents, dance, WG22, 8:30 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Delta honor club,
speaker: Dr. Kazumitsu Kato, assistant profesor of philosophy,
"Traditional Societies in Japan,"
cafeteria room A, 12:30 p.m.
Hobo club, meeting, beginners
at 7:30 p.m.; intermediates, 9
p.m.; women’s gymnasium.
TOMORROW
Weekend (’n-Rae, regular events,
12:30-4:30 p.m.; swimming, 1-4
p.m.; trampoline, 1:30-3 p.m.; badminton, 2:30-4:30 p.m.; men’s gymnasium.
SUNDAY
Wesley foundation, dinner, 6
First
program. 7 p.m.;
p.m.;
Methodist church, Fifth and Santa
Clara sty.

MONDAY
HIllel, "Israel Revisited," Newman hall, 7:30 p.m.
Spartan Orlocel, meeting, CH; 357. 7:30 p.m.
WE
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Wow, What a Way to Start
the New Year!

"California," he said, "no longer
has the drawing power it once
had. Teachers have heard about
the smog and the crowed cities
and just tended to stay away."
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However, you people that wear
glasses can start the New Year in
an even better way. How? Drop
into

Contact

Auth i
lad
Of Ti

Lens Center today

and find out.

CENTER

CONTACT LENS

213 SOUTH FIRST STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
CY 7-5174
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Old World Charm in Dining
America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
SUNDAY
through
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PIONEERING
Somewhere out there, beyond the realm of man’s present
understanding, lies an idea. A concept. A truth.
Gradually, as it comes under the concentration of
disciplined minds, it will become clear, refined, mastered. This is the lonely art of pioneering.
In the Bell System, pioneering often results in major
breakthroughs. Planning the use of satellites as vehicles
for world-wide communications is one. Another is the
Optical Gas Maser, an invention which may allow a
controlled beam of light to carry vast numbers of telephone
calls, TV shows, and data messages.
Breakthroughs like these will one day bring exciting
new telephone and communications service to you. The
responsibility of providing these services will be in the
hands of the people who work for your local telephone
company. Among them are the engineering, administrative
and operations personnel who make your telephone service
the finest in the world.
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The audio-al...44441 center 11414. it’- iriakirug .ttoi,ii
turned to its permanent location
on the first flor of Centennial
Also included will be
1
hall after being housed in the forelevator
ir to transport ,
mer Army and AFILOTC barracks
to the different floor,
for nearly two semesters.
rooms, shops and two hi.,
Entrance
to the center Is through Centennial hall doors in
STUDENT DISCOUN1
front of the bookstore.
The move was made during
For Repairing
Christmas vacation. Still under
Your
Ailing Sports Cat,
construction are two additional
floors which will give the center
MGA
TR-3
Suited
a pernuinent three story section
Volvo
VW
Porsche
of Centennial hall. Walter W. Fox,
audio-visual coordinator of techat
nical services, said the two floors
goreign Car Repair
are expected to be finished on or
before May 15.
Center
An additional film preview room
379 Park Ave.
IY 3.0601
will be located on the second floor

Dr. Kartchner said that, although there are too few science
majors, present facilities are overloaded with students from other
areas. This has resulted in a lower
caliber of graduates from the
science area.

speakers to the high schools tol
arouse student interest in science,
and, secondly, stimulating high
school teachers to guide their students to the sciences by conduct-

Sf’

progni:J

Dr. Duncan pointed to the,
teachers.’
of
science
shortage
which ultimately affects the numAs new fields develop and old ber and quality of other science,
ones become more complex, train- graduates.
The high salaries paid by ining facilities are hard pressed to
supply adequately trained engi- dustry as compared to Machine
Professor salaries is the main factor, accordto
according
neers,
ing to Dr. Duncan. He said the
Leonard.
A short supply of graduates in "pay scale for state colleges starts
the science field was also indicated at around $6500 a year," whereas
industry pay starts at $9000 and
by the survey.
goes quickly to $15,000.
’NOT ENOUGH STUDENTS’
Both the chairman of the Nat- RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES 1
In addition to offering high
ural Sciences area, Dr. Carl Duncan, and the head of the Physical salaries, industry is more attracScience department, Dr. Wayne tive to many science graduates beKartchner, reported that too few cause it allows them to carry on
high school students are being research work.
The pay factor was also menattracted to the fields of science.
Dr. Duncan said, however, "It tioned by Dr. Matthew F. Vessel.
is not educators who are to blame, head of the Science Education
although they are a part of it. It department. He said California
is the American public. Life is too suffers from a teacher shortage
because it cannot offer the sal easy for too many people."
A two part recruiting program aries obtainable in industry or
’ was proposed by Dr. Kartchner. even in other states such as
sending college Kansas or Nebraska.
suggested
He
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